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wolonged confusional episodes is rare. Abrams and Fink reported two Cases of
prolonged confusion after MMECI? while Strain and Bidder noted another case

as weU. In our series of 351 patients, we have seen five cases in which significant
memory loss and decline in intellectual functions continued for more than 24 hr.
These states have remitted within 72 to 96 hr after the last session except in one
case, which lasted fur I week after MMECT. Memory testing 6 weeks later in all
five cases revealed no long-term memory impairment aside from its usual 5CQ$!$C
4isordering and amnesia for minor events during MMECF.
We have seen no severe memory loss or intellectual dysfunction with MMECT,

despite our treatment of many individuals involved in complicated and technical
work, including several physicists, two pharniacologists, seven physicians, three
attorneys, five ministers, and scores of teachers at all educational levels. Since
severe depression is often debilitating enough to prevent occupational function, and
since it also induces some measure ofmemory interference itselfpossibly secondary
to attentional deficits, the improvement offered by MMECT is often quite dramatic.

The experimental evidence is also compelling: Squire and Chace, testing memory
functions 6 Ia 9 months after ECT, and using a battery of delayed and remote
memory tests, concluded that no "objective" impairment of memory existed at that

point in time?" Similarly, Squire and Stater have demonstrated the absence of any

long-term memory deficit secondary to ECT.4" These objective results may either

indicate no actual interference with CNS function long-term, -a insensitivity of
present assessment methods to probe for and detect such inter once. Thus Sotjirjs'

patients complained of subtle cognitive dysfunctions Ion,, ifter completiQn of
ECT,3" as did patients in a similar study by gg.'3' Our patients have often
performed well 1 week to 6 months post-MMEC.tin such tests as serial subtractions,
digit reversals, proverb interpretations, analogies, similarities, concept formation,
and the Wechsler Memory Scale. Indeed, in seven patients given IQ testing pies
and post-MMECT, IQ was actually higher 6 months after treatment, a findipj re
ported elscwhere. In our series, we had the good fortune to administer the neu
rologically sophisticated Halstead-Reitan Battery to 10 MMF.CI patients I to 2

week.s before treatment and then 6 months thereafter. No deterioration was seen on

any scales, and improvement though statistically insignificant was seen on vcal
emory scales, possibly a reflection of improved affective state.
However, if one listens to what patients say who are treated with either convene

tional ECT or MMECT, subtle cognitive deficits, not easily tested, are discussed.
Some patients will mention deficits only if careful inquiry is pursued. Most will not
identify these problems even if asked, thus indicating that either they are absent or
so subtle as to be imperceivable to the patient. In a series of 47 patients recently

treated and asked, 3 to 6 months later, about any cognitive deltcits,._l1_ or

idcmiflçd at least one of the followin: an inability to recall events specifically in
..seQuence, even events occurrinjiftefMMEtdirncu igiviand receiving

act_and location direcijàns; and some trouble in finding one's way, even
previously fjjiiar. Thnical comuwntilncludc: `rhavcbeealallowing this sg&o

opera for live years on TV but now I get whet to

whom;" "I couldn't tell my neighbor how to get over to my uncle's house when sis
was driving me there the other day, but I have been going over there for years."

such changes are really occurring, one would expect that they would be manifest

on certain subtests of the lIalstead-Reitan Battery, such as those concerning visuo

spatial perceptions, for example, but they evidently are not. tn addition, students

who have bqcn treated do ss* appear to forget complicated msrisi preyjts4y
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learned nor lose the ability to learn; similarly, attorneys do not lose the intricacies
of how to proceed on difficult cases, nor do physicians. Clinically, if conventional

ECT or MMEC7 had been producing permanent CNS changes, they are doing so

* in very subtle ways that do not usually rcpder an individual dysftsnçtioo& in the
common sense.

Drain damage, however, has been implicated after conventional ECT.WNo studies

* of such changes hakrc occurred after MMECt It might be thought that the greater
number of seizures pci session renders MMECT patients more susceptible to path.
ologic CNS changes or, conversely, that the hyperoxygenation assoçifrtcd with the
procedure makes it safer both views are as yet speculative.

Following conventional ECT, CNS changes reported include tat embolism and
petechial hemorrhages,43' subarachnoid hemorrhages and edeina,'° and gliosis"

* Experimental animals in which seizures are induced show similar changes, especially
intracerebral hemorrhages and gliosis, but also include vtwlizM$ it neurons
with eventual neuronal loss.'°
On the other hand, a number of workers have failed to 1usd such changes in

* experimentally induced seizures in animals.'"" In fact, the pathologic findings
on autopsy alter a patient has received ECT may be related to factor; other than

* electrically induced seizures, including the various causes of death, Thus many
* patients described in these studies had been ti A with ECT years before their

* death; pathologic procedures were not standartli. U; and some of these studies were
pciformed years ago, before adequate tissue L .dling procedures were introduced

hence some of the changes observed mighi tve occurred after death.
it would be of extreme importance to know * hether sonic of the chinges asso.

ciated with WI were secondary to reversibk *ases such as anorexia or cerebro

vascular hypertension. Modern methods of ox ,nation might well be reducing the

morbidity secondary to anoxia, especially win IMECT. This possibü.ity exists for
hypertensive changes as well; in two recent Ca. we have pretreated a hypertensive

patient with a diuretic to decrease the cL of elevated blood pressure during

treatment. In both cases, blood pressure e *.tions were reduced below usual. If

recent evidence continues to mount that c.. sive hypertension, rather than direct
brain stimulation,*h?h$ is the chief cause NS pathol1qØc changç, similsr prc
medications may become commonplace ii. future,

* New assessment techniques in the neuru sciences promise sharper definition

of these issues in the future. Computerizs .nography CT has frequently been
employed to study the relationship betwc.. :`ost - MULCT memory loss and

* morphologic changes in the brain. Menkcct gad associates treated a 30-year-old
depressed woman with 10 unilateral scizuic inductions over a single 45-win ses
sion.' Just - to WI, a CT scan was normal. A repeat scan 3 hr after MECT

* showed no changes, although at that point the patient showed considerable diso
rientation and amnesia which cleared over the remainder of her hospital stay. Her

.. depression was markedly improved. Since findings demonstrate that when unilateral
* spontaneous seizures occur, Cf changes are localized within that heusisphere,

the absence of such changes in this case indicates that both the improvement seen
in this patient and her transient amnesia were independent of stnictural CNS

* changes. Despite this reassuring finding, more extensive studies of morphologic and

histologic alterations, or their absence, will be necessary before any firsJ
can be drawn.

In summary, very subtle clinical and pathologic signs of CNS damage may occur

* Wwravention.UforMMECT,thughrsksintheIsttsrgyhere4uccd

_____
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bcc*uss of hypurusygq,wlioss. Thu `hsiwnI CtI1th'qU'tsCtk t'% ssk'ut ihu* fist. hnuutes

see , especially in tim lace ut thu vast Iiujsuvwtwnl In dvsDfpwtsss styt

s.i* wlkil4t ie trcotpwR' usually produces.

I. "Kindling"
Several recent studies have demonstrated that, at least in some animal species,

electrically induced seizures may lower the threshold for further setzuns. rcgmrdkn

oti.nduction techa ut.2472" "Spontaneous" seizures a misnomer, as probably silL
seizures have some stimulus have been observed.""" "Kindling" implies a pcr
manent change ía CNS functioning, theoretically linked to the activation of
anterior conical system; certain parts of the brain apparently cannot kindle, s4
as the cerebellum, red nucleus, and optic nerve tracks.
From a clinical viewpoint, reports have occulTed regarding cons .uis occurring

spontaneously after ECT.'" We arc aware of no such report .LMECT, t
have we seen guy seizure develop alter MMECT. However, the uwosiie also his
been reported: conventional ECF has been reported to occasionally reduce the
incidence of seizurcs.3"03 Essig has demonsu-ated that the spontaneous seja.
zures developing upon abrupt discontinuance of barbiturates can be prevented by
`Ea;" this has also been reported by Btachly for alcohol withdrawal.*
Moreover, conventional ECT has been reported to slow the development of tardive
seizures in rats." ftroclunan et al.4" and Green'7' both report an increase in the
threshold necessary for seizure induction tInting ECT, while the forinaMve duiik
c,pled that result in druginduced seizures as well.4"

4 jtview of9W data ü4icjcs tour fimliop reLsUvc to this ius

J,. Total seizure duration increases within any given MMECT session. Data re
lating to this finding have been presented in Chapter 8. A reevaluation of all
350 MMECT patients shows an average seizure duration of 82.9 sec for the first

seizure in the first MMECT session. 85.4 sec for the second seizure, and 93.1

sec for seizures three through five. While these differences are significant at the

p C .05 level, thcrç wre pq significant differences for durations among the tijird
to fifth seizures.

2. There are no statistically significant dillerences between like-numbered seizures
when compared among different sessions. Thus, seizures number 1, 3, 5, etc.

in any given session are equivalent to seizures number I, 35, etc. in any other

given session; theetom seizures do not routinely increase In duration Iran
session to session.

* 3. The inci4ence of very tong seizures is much greater during seizures three through
five in any given session a probability of approximately I in 1000 for seizures.
one and two, as compared to a probability ofapproximately 1 iq 300 for sci4$lms
three through five.

4. The incidence of very long seizures is no greater as sessions progress. Thus the
* proba$$ljiy of a kghy seizure is the same in session one is in session tvpor

It thus appears that very lengthy seizures are not stimulated by having more
MMECF. However, within a given time period they may be, as seizures do lengthen
with each stimulus. The time between treatments, whether 24 or 48 hr, may allow
& "restitution" back to baseline such that an increasing sensitivity between sessions

it prevqi$. $1 is shots or speculative whether increasing us .frcQuencY 9$*
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Scvcral reccat studIes hawe dcmoiitratcJ that. at kat an uznc Miurnill pCC1G,

elcctñcidiy induced scizurc may lower the IhrehuId tut' liuihcr izw. rcurdkis,

of induetino chaiquc.'' "Spoautncous" eizures a mintancr, u p'obubly iil

seizures have sonic stimulus have been ob cd.44?4 `Kindhpg" implic a *

mancid change itt CNS fiuictsoning, LItCOICLiCaIly linked to the act walton of tl.
anterior coaicai system; certain parts of the brun apparcniiy eMoM iadk, su
s -the ccrcbcllum, red nuclus. and optic nerve tracks.
1rOin a ciiwal VieWpOint, reports have occurred rcsrding cons `os occurring

spiancuuiJy after We arc awierc of no such report * IM&T, i
have we seen any seizure develop after MMECT. However, the u1.1'oLc also has
been reported. convcnlwaiel ECT has been reported to o casionally reduce the
utcidcacc of seizure "" Essig has dcmonslratcd that the ntancous scj',
zurcs developing upon abrupt d conhinu4*ncc of barbiturates can b prevented by
ECT;" this has also been reported by `ttIachly for alcohol wididrawid.
orcovcr, convcniiogud ECT has been rcportcd to slow the development of tardivc
seizures in rats.' brocknian ci al." and Grcc&' both report an uecrcasc in the
threshold necessary for seizure induction during ECT, while the washave4
j#cd that result in dzng itduccd scu,&arcs as wcU.'
viw of tUf data iL4CI tour 1O44 relative jo this issue;

&. Total seizure duration increases within any given MMECT session. Data re
to this finding have been presented in Chapter . A re-evaluation of all

350 MMECT patients shows an avcragc seizure duration of 112.9 sec for ttic lust
seizure in the first UMECT session, 115.4 sec or the second scizurc, and 93.1
sec for seizures three through five. While these differences arc signilleant at the
p < .05 level, thcr were aiguilciuut differences [or durations agiong its tErd
to fifth seizures.

, There arc no statistically sigtülicanl dillercnces between like-numbered seizures
when compared among different sessions. Thus, seizures number 1, 3, 5, etc.

in any given session arc equivalent to seizures number I, 3, 5, etc. in any other
given session; therefore sciurcs dq not rowiocly increase in duration f'ow
session to session.

. The incidence of very long sciwrc is much greater during seizures three through
*

* five in say given session a probability of approximately I in 1000 for seizures -

one ad Iwo, as conipasrid in a prouiibility of4proaimalcly I q *1 or 514I1N
three through five. - *

* 4. The incidence of very long seizures is no greater as scsions progress. Thus the

* h3lMy ga lciilley seizure is the same session one ag in session

it thus appears that very lengthy seizures arc not stimulated by having more

Mt4ECT. However, within a given time period they may be, as seizures do lengthen
with each stimulus. The time between treatments, whither 24 or 411 hr. may allow

a "restitution" back to baseline such that an increasing sensitivity between session.

j& prev. l is thea rgcutivc whethei increasing the tsjieacy $`
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QUJWTJMNAIt 8* VATWNTS AND &Ej.ATJYES &EGAMWNG MMIT
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To ow pMiet:

We arc interested in your perceptions and feelings about having received muttipk.aoailored

electroconvutsive therapy MMECI and in abe observations $ significant other panon can conuibuts

about you. Please help by completing this questionnaire and sending it back teas. That, is no$Q

,jyow'd mi$i ant. TS yat Svmc for your cogSs.

II'St S 0 My1 IM*04y1 tLMflP

I. Was MMECT helpful for you?

2. liii any other treatment helped you more?

3, Would you be wiling to have Mb4ECT

spin. if other trcaaots haled?

4. Do ou believe ma nraai or touted

into having MMECV
S. Are there still any side effects fix MMECI?

tOo you believe asr away us Sacd

since receiving MMECT!

7. 11 so, to what extent does this interfere with
your present day4oday activities?

`to a significant other pcrwe relativ, or friend
I. Was MMECT helpful?

2. thu any other treatment helped more?
3. Do you believe MMEC wan rushed or

forced in tile instance? -

4. Are there still sliM effects from $4MECT?
S. Has then been any sy InpsrmeM

with MMECT?
ttso, to what cxtcru dog thÉs In&sifsre with

4ay4o.4sy act vilaçe?

lb lb I

lb It I

I b I, I
.

lb b lb

1 lb I
lb I I %

I
I

I II 4

I I I I
4 1 I a:
I I I I :

I I I I C I C
I C I I I I I I

I IL I

The patients generally believed that MMECT was very helpful for their psychiatric
condition. Fully 87% of the depressed patients and 57% oF the schizophrenic patients

believed the treatment had helped them to some extent. However, few had enjoyed
the experience; pyt6% said ihçy wqld beverv willint jiave MM$T lwatin

if recommended yet most agreed they would consent to the pwcedure at needed;

72% agreed they would sign a consent if depression recurred yet drugs sad psy*

choiherapy were ineffective. Most of the patients recalled acute adverse effects.
such as headache and sore muscles, but rated these as insignificant compared to
their ullimate improvement. Similarly, 62% had some memory loss for events oc

curring during the time of MMECT, but did not believe that this was significant or

that it interfered with their day to day functioning. However, a distujg 23%

Y
.cIieved long-term .namnry4jficiK had occurred aIth&ijh ffigji4!srdptlons w&i

at lime vaflue. For example a college student believed he had more difficulty with"

iiiithemalicul compuhilions in his head butliofon paper, thoughilis gradesietnained

the same; a teacher described trouble finding and giving directions when driving;

and a housewife believed her mind went blank from time to time when talking. Most

of these patients felt these side effects were relatively inconsequential given their

vast iutpiuvtwst. For cwn$e. of the patients reporting some long-team memory

zwbwp oily 1inal ibis impaEeqt wou$ hsnw.*m i1j.øi...
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Table 2

QIONNAIUFO!PATIENTS AND

Ta our patients:

We are interested in your perceptions and feelings about having received multiple.monitored

cleciroconvulsive therapy MMECI and in the observations a siguilicani other person can contribute

about you. Please help by completing this questionnaire and sending it back to us. Tb." is

sip if you'd ruM' sM Tb you is Svsc for your ctxipt$ian.

t at i$ SMfl$y M$ytEsfl

4.

1. Was MMECT helpful or you?

2. Has any other treatment helped you more?

3. Would you be willing to have MI4ECI

spin. if other trcass*nts Vied?

4. Do ou believe `.ou nit ms or cited

into having MMECT'

5. Are there il1 any side effects for MMECt?

Do ou believe your memory is Saaitd

since receiving MMECI?

7. If so. to what nteat does this interfere with

your present day-to-day activities?

To a significant other person relative or friend
1. Was MMECT helpful?
2. Has any other treatment helped more?
3. Do you believe MMECT was nished or

forced in this instance?
4. Are there suit side effects from MMECT?
S. Has there been any memory impairment

with MMECT?
4. if so1 to what extent rka Ibis latetferu with

4ay4u-day activiliçs7

t 1 1

4 1 1 1

4 .1 I I

I I I I
4 1 1. 1

I. I

I 1 4 1 1 l'$

II t 1 41
I 1 tI

II *1

4 I I I I
I I I I

I t I I I I

I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I

I I I I *t I

The patients generally believed that MMECT was very helpful for their psychiatric
condition. Fully 87% of the depressed patients and 57% of the schizophrenic patients
believed the treatment had helped them to some extent. However, few had enjoyed

the experience; 2J1lt260'' said thçy wguld lit very willing t9jve MMECT a&ain
if recommended yet most agreed they would consent to the proccdurii needed;
72% agreed they would sign a consent if depression recurred yet drugs and psy.

chotherapy were ineffective. Most of the patients recalled acute adverse effects,

such as headache and sore muscles, but rated these as insignificant compared to
their ultimate improvement. Similarly, 62% had some memory loss for events oc
curring during the time of MMECT, but did not believe that this was significant or
that it interfered with their day to day functioning. However, a disturbkg 23%

bc!ved lono-term meinnryilefaritc had nccurred. nlthiitgh tWWilecrriptions wili

at time vasue. For examplea college student believed he had more difficulty wiili

mathematical computations in his head but noloilpaper, though his grades remained

the same; a teacher described trouble finding and giving directions when driving;

and a housewife believed her mind went blank from time to time when talking. Most

of these patients felt these side effects were relatively inconsequential given their

* vast imçcuvetacnt. Fix twuple. of the patients reporting core tong-term n*mouy

dwjes$ naly fl pved this impaicqt wou$ hasp *w is
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A CONSENT FORM FOR MULItYLFJMUNIIJM
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1.ECFKOCONVUISSLVET4PX

INFO&MED CONSENT: ELJiCIKOCONVUL.SIVKTtWMPY

I have been advised by my physician, Dr.

____________,

that monitored or mul
* tiple-monitored electroconvulsivc therapy may improve my mental health. I under-

* stand that clectroconvulsivc therapy means the production ofan epileptic convulsion

by a brief electrical stimulus applied to the head after 1 am put to sleep anesthetized.

1 understand that monitored clectroconvulsive therapy is electroconvulsive therapy

in which my electrocardiogram ERG and electroencephalograph EEG, brain

waves arc recorded for safety, therapeutic, and scicntific reasons. 1 understand that
* the term, "multiple" means I may receive more than one convulsive electrical

stimulus duringapcriodofancsthc$i4, the numtzrdcpepdingtalhejudgmcnt of

my psycbi*trist.

I understand that my psychiatrist may use a number of medications before, during,

and after electroconvulsive therapy and that the purpose and side affects of these

medications have been eiiplatned.

I understand that there are both uncommon hazards of the treatment and common

side effects. I have been advised that the following rare or uncommon side effects

may occur and that the following list may not be all-inclusive: death, broken bones,

chipped teeth, skin bums, and persistent memo loss. 1 understand that the more

common side effects includ?iiiuscle aches and pains f&Fone or two days, headaches

; for one or wo 4ays, nausea for a few hours, and decreased memory fur a few days.

* I have further been advised that should I refuse to accept monitored or multiple-

monitored clectroconvulsive therapy, every effort wjll S made to jwovide me with

alterustive treatment methods.

With these considerations in mind, I voluntarily give my informed consent to the

*
* administration of as many sessions of monitored or multiple-monitored electrocon

vulsive therapy as my physician deems necessary. However, I reserve the right to

* discontinue further sessions of monitored or multiplc'ioniLqçcØ etrocanvu1sivc

lisrapy $py c, awl will reqtwst this in writing.

Patie4tSignatwc -* *

.aSiiswe of keIaüv&Qvgrdian

-

Date

Physician Signature 1.te

* II patics is widcr S ac Of Is or is unabic to cowprcbcnd the nswnj uf $$s iuttwqsd wisCat.

soaIyrs aIsajNlvc w uudiu kgsIly pSrSS tu sij coNS.
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